Retinoblastoma and its association with a deletion in chromosome #13: a survey using high-resolution chromosome techniques.
To our knowledge, 20 cases of retinoblastoma associated with a chromosome #13 aberration have been reported. The present study utilized high-resolution prophase banding analysis of 12 additional retinoblastoma patients to determine the occurrence of chromosome aberrations and identify consistently associated clinical abnormalities. Six male and six female patients were studied representing seven cases of bilateral and five cases of unilateral retinoblastoma. One case of unilateral and two cases of bilateral retinoblastoma and detectable cytogenetic abnormalities, all involving an interstitial deletion of 13q14 on the long arm of one chromosome #13. In all five unilateral cases the tumor manifested in the left orbit, and in all seven bilateral cases the left eye was at a more malignantly advanced stage than the right eye. All three cases with a chromosome abnormality had varying degrees of developmental and/or mental retardation, along with at least one other congenital abnormality. In addition to the 12 cases of retinoblastoma, a patient with severe ophthalmologic abnormalities and mild congenital anomalies was studied by the prophase banding technique and found to be partially trisomic for the 13q14 region with gene loci for optic development and indicate that cytogenetic abnormalities may occur even more frequently in retinoblastoma than indicated by the small number of cases reported in the literature.